

Unit 4:

Our Animal Neighbours
Grade 2


Overview
In this unit, students will learn to identify how animals were and continue to be relied
upon and an important part of the lives of First Peoples — furs and skins for clothing and
shelter, meat for food, bone and antler for tools and weapons, etc.
Sharing stories and teachings from various First Peoples of the province of British
Columbia will shed light on the diversity of the peoples, as well as a range of concepts in
understanding the important role animals played in the beliefs, traditions and lives of the
peoples. The resources used in this unit represent a variety of regions, including the
Northwest Coast, Shuswap (Secwepemc), and Nunavut (Inuit), and the relevance of
different animals in each location. To supplement these resources, teachers are
encouraged to look for relevant oral and printed texts from the local region.
Curriculum Connections
This unit can be used to help students achieve Grade 2 curriculum expectations in the
following areas:
English Language Arts
 speaking and listening for specific purposes
 listening and speaking skills
 responding to stories in a variety of ways
Visual Arts
 creating images in response to stories,
memory, and observation
 cultural significance of particular colours in
visual works
 experimenting with materials, technologies,
and processes

Drama
 drama forms to represent ideas
 presenting drama
Science
 similarities and differences in animals’
appearance, behaviour, and life cycles
 changes that affect animals (e.g., hibernation,
migration, decline in population)
 how animals are important in the lives of
Aboriginal peoples in BC
 ways animals are important to other living
things and the environment

Themes Addressed
 seasonal cycle, seasonal activities
 sustainability & continuity
 relationship to the natural world
 respect
 community
 rights and responsibilities
 storytelling
 diversity
 collaboration and cooperation
 traditional technologies
Lesson Plans in this Unit
 Animal Portrayals — Drama and English Language Arts
 Texture Animal Drawing — Visual Arts
Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-3 Classroom
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Animal Changes and Adaptations — Science
Migration and Hibernation — Science
Summary Activity — Science and English Language Arts

Approximate time required:
4-6 hours
Authentic Texts
 Sharing Our World: Animals of the Native Northwest Coast — Native Northwest
 “How Turtle Flew South for the Winter” from Keepers of the Earth, by Michael J.
Caduto and Joseph Bruchac
In








addition, the following supplemental texts may be used to adapt or extend the unit:
Alego, by Ningeokuluk Teevee
Mayuk – The Grizzly Bear – A Legend of the Sechelt People, by Charlie Craigan
How The Robin Got Its Read Breast – A Legend of the Sechelt People, by Charlie
Craigan
Salmon Boy – A Legend of the Sechelt People by Charlie Craigan
The Legend of the Caribou Boy, by John Blondin
The Old Man with the Otter Medicine, by John Blondin
“Chapter 4 — Winter” from Neekna and Chemai, by Jeannette C. Armstrong

Suggested Instruction and Assessment Approach
Animal Portrayals
Drama and English Language Arts — 30-40 minutes
Materials and Resources
 Sharing Our World – Animals of the Native Northwest Coast or other resources
depicting local animals
 animal cards (see Preparation)
Preparation
Prepare “animal cards” —photos and quick factual information. Use animals
relating to the story Sharing our World – Animals of the Native Northwest Coast —
deer, moose, elk, bear, salmon rabbit. If you substitute a local story, modify the
animal cards accordingly.
Procedure
Inform students they will be doing an activity known as mime to communication by
means of gesture, facial expression, and “pretend” objects.
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Demonstrate for students what mime might look like in what they will be doing.
For example, mime an everyday activity like brushing teeth or taking a dog for a
walk.
Read Sharing our World – Animals of the Native Northwest Coast as a class and lead
a class discussion on the animals depicted and their importance or significance to
the First Peoples.
Explain to students that they will work in groups to portray an animal (possibly
one that has just been discussed) and its importance or significance to the First
Peoples.
Divide the class into groups (e.g., 2-3 students) and hand out one animal card to
each group. These cards will help guide students in their efforts to demonstrate the
importance, or significance of the animal to the people. Explain that the cards are
to be kept secret.
Demonstrate how to mime a creature by presenting a familiar one, such as a
moose. Tell students they can use one or two simple props if necessary (e.g., moose
antlers, rabbit ears).
Give students about 10 minutes to prepare their mimes and help them to visualize
the way they will create their animals. Then have each group take turns miming
their animal while the other groups take turns trying to guess what animal it might
be.
Assessment
Assess students’ dramas, looking for evidence that students
 demonstrate concentration and engagement to sustain belief in and maintain a
role for short periods of time; sustain attention when others are taking on a role
 show interest and curiosity about a variety of roles
 apply vocal and movement elements to portray and interpret a character
 apply simple production elements (e.g., props) to support engagement in role.

Texture Animal Drawings
Visual Art — 40-60 minutes
Materials and Resources
 white drawing paper
 water-based markers in yellow, red and black (colours from the Medicine Wheel)
 pencil or wax crayons
 shading/texture rubbing templates (items to create different textures/patterns —
various grits of sandpaper, coins, tree bark, etc.)
 black construction paper
 yellow, red, and white paint
 cotton swabs
 glue stick
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Procedure
This project allows students explore simple shapes and textures. Students draw an
outline shape of an animal (deer, elk, moose, salmon, rabbit etc.) then fill it in by
rubbing a pencil crayon over textured templates. Remind students about the
animals that were important to the survival of Aboriginal people paying particular
attention to animals significant to the diversity of the peoples and their nation or
territory. Have students think about what these animals might feel like to touch
(soft, smooth, rough, fluffy etc.).
Inform students they will be creating a piece of art using colours of the Medicine
Wheel (red, yellow, black, white), and representing the some of the animals that are
important to First Peoples.
If students are not already familiar with the Medicine Wheel, explain the
significance of the four colours:
 White: north— Elders, winter, intellectual
 Yellow: east — children, spring, physical
 Red: south — youth, summer, emotional
 Black: west — adults, fall, spiritual
The four colours of the medicine wheel represent all humankind.
(Note: find out what variations of the Medicine Wheel apply locally. The Medicine
Wheel is used in various ways in many, but not all, BC First Peoples cultures, and
the colours don’t mean exactly the same thing in every culture.)
Procedure for textural drawing:
 Using a pencil, draw the outline of an animal on a sheet of blank paper. The
animal should be large and fill at least half of the sheet of paper.
 Using the pencil or wax crayons, fill in the outline of the animal by selecting a
textured rubbing template (e.g., sandpaper, coins) and placing it under the
outline of the animal, and rubbing over top with the pencil or wax crayon.
 Using a black marker, trace over the pencil outline of the animal.
 Make a colourful outline around
the animal with the red and
yellow watercolour markers.
 Cut out the animal
 On a piece of black construction
paper, use a cotton swab to place
red, yellow and black polka-dots
(not too close together)
sporadically on the paper. Let
dry.
 Glue the animal onto the black
construction paper.
Variations:
 Use patterns, cut and paste origami paper designs.
 Work with abstract shapes and design patterns in open spaces — use coloured
pencils.
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Cut animals out and arrange them on a hanging cloth or large piece of banner
paper. Use coloured pencil designs.
Texture construction paper with crayons and texture plates; cut out shapes to
add to animal.

Assessment
Students who have fully met the prescribed learning outcome are able to:
 view and describe images using simplification
 identify animals important to Aboriginal people as well as the significance of the
animals
 create a simple outline of an animal important to First Peoples of a particular
area
 create an image using simplification as an image-development strategy (e.g.,
make a stencil or silhouette to create an animal shape)
 create images featuring line (e.g., thick, thin, contour)
 use various lines, contours, shading and rubbing create a pattern image to fill
the simple outline they have created
 create images featuring pattern (e.g., alternating and repeating shapes,
alternating and repeating colours)
 use the colours of the medicine wheel (yellow, red, black, and white) in their
images
 discuss the significance a selected artwork (e.g., the significance of medicine
wheel colours)

Animal Changes and Adaptations
Science — 30-40 minutes
Materials and Resources
 Sharing Our World – Animals of the Native Northwest Coast
 “Secwepemc Territory and Animals” — provided at the end of this unit (or another
comparable resource representing the local First Peoples cultures)
 blank booklet for students to draw pictures to demonstrate their understanding the
significance of particular animals, to First Peoples; ideally booklets will be expandable
so pages can be added with each additional lesson as students learn about different
animals from different nations / territories
 pencil crayons
Procedure
Ask students if they are familiar with the terms First Peoples, First Nations, or
Aboriginal. If necessary, explain that First Peoples were the first people to live in
North America (Turtle Island).
Ask students what they know about legends, myths, fables etc. Inform students of
the information that will help them better understand traditional First Peoples
stories.
Introduce your students to the fact that animals were an important part of First
Peoples traditions and ways of life. Ask students what they know about First
Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-3 Classroom
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Peoples and their means of survival before European settlers arrived with what was
then, modern technologies (clothing, shelter, food). Record students’ understanding
as a means of measurement for assessment at the end of this unit.
Make sure students understand that not all First Peoples are the same; there are
many similarities in the cultural beliefs and traditions, yet many differences as
well; where people lived in the province often made a difference to their ways of life.
Discuss different areas of the province and how the needs for the people in
northern British Columbia would differ from those on the Coast of Vancouver
Island, and from those of the Interior of British Columbia (geography, climate,
weather, natural resources available).
Inform students they will be learning about how and why it was that animals were
such an important part of the lives of First Peoples. Tell students that today they
will be learning about some beliefs people of the Northwest Coast had when it came
to understanding animals in their territories, and the importance of animals to the
people’s ways of life.
Emphasize that not all First Peoples are the same. Aboriginal peoples, though
similar in many ways, differ from one another, as do European, Asian, African and
other groups of people.
Read Sharing Our World – Animals of the Native Northwest Coast to the class. Share
with students the words of Terry Starr, which are printed on the inside of the front
cover: “For thousands of years we have lived side by side with animals in the forest
and sea. Our ancestors . . .”
A group discussion will allow students to share their understanding of what has
been read, and allows you, the teacher, to go over important aspects of the reading
that may have been missed by students.
Tell students you will be reading stories or texts from three areas of the province
and that they will be learning about the different animals of those areas and their
importance to the people of that particular area; Northwest Coast; Shuswap
Territory; Inuit/Nunavut. (or any other areas you may wish to include)
Tell students they will be creating a booklet to demonstrate their understanding of
the importance of animals to the First Peoples from various nations / territories of
the province. Let students know this project will not be completed in one day, and
that when they are finished they will have a nice booklet to show what they have
learned about First Peoples and their connections with animals.
Share with students the expectation for the booklet; let students know you will be
looking for; evidence that students recognize the relationship between animals and
First Peoples — identifying a variety of uses for various animals; food, clothing,
tools, cultural activities etc.
Hand out blank booklets. Collecting booklets at the end of the lesson will keep the
books in good working order for additions throughout the unit.
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Students work on their booklets. Students will share their booklets with
classmates once they have completed this assignment.
Assessment
Assess student booklets, looking for evidence that students recognize the
relationship between animals and First Peoples. Have students identify a variety of
uses for various animals; food, clothing, tools, cultural activities?
A sample assessment tool for students’ booklets has been provided at the end of
this unit.
To assess students in relation to their abilities to understand the texts, look for the
extent to which they
 make reasonable predictions about what to expect of a text
 make personal connections with a text (e.g., how their family compares with a
family in a story) and elaborate when prompted
 show a knowledge of story structure by describing characters and events (e.g.,
answer “who,” “what,” “where,” and “why” questions; identify beginning, middle,
and end of story)
 make inferences about characters’ feelings or the story problem
 select a personally significant idea from a text and describe why it is significant
 participate in creative retelling of a familiar text (e.g., participate in a circular
storytelling activity, demonstrating ability to add appropriate story details)
 describe main ideas in an information text and ask questions that have not
been answered by text

Migration and Hibernation
Science – 50 minutes
Authentic Text
 “How Turtle Flew South for the Winter” from Keepers of the Earth, by: Michael
J. Caduto and Joseph Bruchac
Procedure
Ask students what they know about changes that animals make in their efforts to
survive the cold months of winter. For example:
 some grow thicker coats and keep active to keep warm
 some animals go into a deep sleep (hibernate) for the winter
 some animals coats change colour to make them camouflage to predators
 some animals gather extra food in the fall and store it for winter
 some insects winter as an egg and some burrow deep into the soil
 some insects cluster together in hollow logs and trees and survive by their
collective body heat
 some “migrate” to other places where the weather is warmer and food is readily
available.
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Inform students you will be reading them a story titled “How Turtle Flew South for
the Winter.” Ask students:
 Can turtles really fly?
 Knowing turtles cannot fly, why do you think this story is titled “How Turtle
Flew South for the Winter?”
Ask students to put their heads on their desks and close their eyes while you read
them the story; ask students to really use their imagination while you are reading
this story.
After reading the story, have a class discussion about the turtle’s determination to
do something that he is not meant to do; this can lead to a discussion in patience
and determination. (A group discussion will allow students to share their
understanding of what has been read, and allows you, the teacher, to go over
important aspects of the reading that may have been missed by students)
After a group discussion, have students draw a picture that tells something about
“How Turtle Flew South for the Winter.”
As the birds in this story explain, winter is snowy and cold and food is scarce. Day
length also grows shorter. Animals must adapt to these changes by either staying
active and surviving the winter, hiding in a sheltered area, hibernating during the
stressful months, wintering as an egg or other resting stage or migrating to warmer
climates.
Have students draw two pictures; one to demonstrate their understanding of
hibernation, and one to demonstrate their understanding of migration. Students
must also write one or two sentences to go with each drawing.
Adaptation
An alternative version of the same story that is told by Caduto and Bruchac can be
www.onceuponatoon.com/turtle.html.
Extension
Discuss how, in some urban environments, some non-migrating animals may have
difficulty getting the food then need to survive.
Have students work as a class or in small groups to create simple bird feeders.
There a number of different templates and instructions available online, including
 stuffing pine cones with peanut butter, rolling them in birdseed, and hanging
them from trees
 cutting “windows” out of 2 L milk cartons and filling them with seed.
If possible, hang the feeders near classroom windows so that students can watch
the results.
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Summary Activity
Science, English Language Arts — 90 minutes
Materials and Resources
 “Secwepemc Territory and Animals” (provided at the end of this unit); alternatively use
information provided by a guest speaker — see Adaptation) at the end of this lesson
 Bingo handouts (provided at the end of this unit; 1 copy of each per student)
 students’ Animals booklets — continued from previous activities
Preparation
Photocopy the two bingo handouts (provided at the end of this unit), enough for
each student to have one blank sheet, and one of the game pieces with images and
text.
For your own use, prepare 5 copies of the bingo pieces in 5 different colours.
Colours used in the game instructions are as follows, but these can be changed
according to colours of paper available: blue = B; pink = I; green = N; yellow = G;
coral = O
Cut these sheets into individual squares for the game pieces to be drawn from a
box or bag.
Procedure
Inform students they will continue learning about animals that were and are
important to First Peoples, this time the Secwepemc (Shuswap) peoples.
Ask students what they remember from the first lesson, and record responses on
the board (this can be used to compare differences and likeness from the previous
teachings)
Inform students they will be learning about the relationships the Secwepemc
(Shuswap) people had with animals and why animals were an important part of
their lives.
Using a map of British Columbia (e.g., www.bced.gov.bc.ca/abed/map.htm), show
students where the Secwepemc (Shuswap) territory is located and ask if they know
what animals might live in this area of the province. Emphasize again that not all
First Peoples are the same. First Peoples, though similar in many ways, differ from
one another, as do European, Asian, African, and other groups of people. Ask
students how the Secwepemc people may differ from people of your local area.
What animals might be different?
Share information with students about the Secwepemc people and the animals that
were an important part of their lives; salmon, deer, bear and the reasoning behind
the importance of these animals; food, clothing, household implements etc. (from
overview of the Shuswap Cultural Series, provided at the end of this unit).
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Group discussion allows students to share their understanding, and allows you,
the teacher, to go over important aspects students may have missed, as well as
answer questions students may have.
Tell students they will have an opportunity to add to their booklet to demonstrate
their understanding of the importance of animals to the Secwepemc (Shuswap)
people.
Bingo
Distribute bingo sheets. Have students cut out the individual squares (images and
texts) from the Bingo Pieces sheet and glue them onto the blank bingo card you
have provided in any order they wish.
Have students colour each column on their game cards: Blue = B; Pink = I; Green =
N; Yellow = G; Coral = O (or your own colour scheme – see Preparation). Explain to
students that, in order for them to win the game, the selected pieces have to match
exactly: not only the correct animal, but the version (picture or word) and the
correct colour. If for example you draw a blue deer picture, only students who have
the deer picture in the B (blue) column can claim that square.
Retain one blank bingo sheet for yourself. Pull game pieces out of the bag one at a
time, and call out, being sure to specify the colour and whether or not it is a
picture or a word for the animal.
When a student fills a line, he or she will call “bingo” then tell which animals he or
she has covered, and give one example of how or why that animal was important to
First Peoples. (Prizes are optional!)
(Optional: You can speed up the game by allowing either the word or picture
version of the selected animal to count as.)
Provide time (e.g., 15 minutes) for students to add any additional animals to their
booklets. Students will share their booklets with classmates once they have
completed this assignment.
Assessment
Share with students the expectation for the booklet; evidence that students
recognize the relationship between animals and First Peoples — identifying a
variety of uses for various animals; food, clothing, tools, cultural activities etc.
The sample assessment tool provided at the end of this unit can be used to assess
students’ booklets.
Adaptation
There is no better way for children to learn about the history and tradition of local
First Peoples than to have a respected Elder from the community come into the
classroom and share his or her wisdom and knowledge with the students.
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Invite a guest speaker to talk about ways in which animals are important to First
Peoples today. (Consult the district Aboriginal contact or resource teacher for
assistance in drawing on the local First Peoples community.)
Have students generate questions to ask the speaker in advance of the visit.
Examples of student questions:
 Why is the moose (or another animal) an important animal for First Peoples?
 What other animals do you use in your area for food or other cultural activities?
 What other animals do you use in First Peoples celebrations?
 What other uses are there for animals other than food and clothing?
 Do you know of any animal stories that tell about First Peoples customs as they
relate to animals?
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Secwepemc — Territory and Animals
(Note: the information here is comes from the Shuswap Cultural Series and was created by
Secwepemc Cultural Education Society.)

The majority of the Shuswap people lived a nomadic lifestyle, moving from place to
place as foods became available in different areas. The Shuswap people had to devote a
great deal of their lives to satisfying their basic needs, but they did so very successfully,
developing a unique culture that was totally self-sufficient. This manner of living required
a great deal of knowledge about the surroundings, the workings, of nature and the skills
of the generations that had come before them. To live comfortably in their environment,
the Shuswap people had to develop as capable and strong individuals. Every aspect of the
traditional Shuswap society was directed toward this goal to create knowledgable,
responsible and independent people, who could look after all of their personal needs and
be aware of the needs of the whole Shuswap people. (Book 1, p. 4).
The Shuswap people of the interior relied on a wide variety of plants, animals, and fish
to provide them with food. Although the people of the Fraser River division relied more
heavily on salmon as the main source of food, the Shuswap people generally made meat
the biggest part of their diet.
The continual search for food lead to a nomadic lifestyle for most of the Shuswap
people. They traveled, throughout the spring, summer and fall, to areas where they knew
certain plant, animal or fish foods were available. Because this search was more difficult
during the long, interior winter, many items of food were preserved and stored, to ensure
a winter food supply. From the time of the first snow to the earliest thaw, the Shuswap
people lived together at the winter villages. Even in the winter, however, food was secured.
Fish were caught from the nearby river, many animals were hunted, trapped and snared
within a short distance of the winter villages, and the men made longer hunting trips for
larger game. (Book 2, p. 1)

Fish Foods of the Shuswap People
The Shuswap people depended heavily on supplies of fish from the rivers, lakes and
streams for food. The people of the Fraser River and the Canon divisions made the salmon
their main source of food. They lived within range of the best interior location available for
fishing the salmon that migrated up-river from the sea;, the area surrounding the mouth
of the Chilcotin River.
Although the other Shuswap people did not rely so heavily on salmon, they still
regarded them as an important part of their diet, and moved into fishing areas as the
salmon moved up-stream. The Lake divisions of the Shuswap people used large supplies
of land-locked salmon, or kokanee, which they took from the large lakes in their areas.
Many Shuswap people also fished the rivers, lakes and streams for trout, catfish,
sturgeon, and a variety of white fish. But the greatest quantity of fish was taken from the
Thompson and Fraser Rivers, and the most important food fish was the sockeye salmon.
It was a supply of dry, stored salmon that helped the people through the winters when
food was scarce, providing needed protein and vitamins to maintain strength in difficult
times. (Book 2, p. 10)
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Shuswap Fishing Methods
Many methods were used by the Shuswap people to catch a wide variety of fish. They
chose from many different methods, and used specially developed materials; to make sure
that their fishing efforts would be successful.
A variety of spears, hooks, nets and traps were made for fishing. Nets were constructed
with the use of awls, and needles made of wood and bone. Holes were drilled in them to
draw the thread through.
Salmon fishing was often done with a fish spear. The spear head was made of deer
antler, sharpened to points. The prongs were attached to a long fir handle with twine of
braided Indian hemp bark. (Book 2, p. 11)
A shorter three-pronged spear was used when fishing for trout from a canoe. Single
pronged spears were also used, as were hook and line. The small hooks were made of
stone and floats were made of dry reeds. (Book 2, p. 12)

Animal Foods of the Shuswap People
Animals of the interior supplied the greatest quantity of food for most of the Shuswap
people. Although the Fraser and Canon division people relied more on their excellent
salmon fishery, all of the others secured large supplies of deer, caribou and elk meat to
feed their people. They used a wide variety of mammals and birds to supplement their
diet. Those they included, in the order of frequency and quantity of use were: deer; elk;
caribou; marmot; mountain seep; rabbit; beaver; grouse; bear; moose; duck; good; crane;
squirrel; porcupine; and a few turtles. (Book 2, p. 12)
Shuswap Hunting Methods
The Shuswap people devised a great many hunting methods for the large animals that
made up most of their food supply; the deer, elk and caribou. For successful hunting of
these animals, many skills were required of the hunter. He needed the fitness and
knowledge to track them, and the ability to get close enough to them to use a weapon.
Being within range, he had to have a dependable weapon and needed to use it with skill,
before he had secured his food. Although spears and clubs were in use, the most
important weapon of the hunt was the bow and arrow. Every hunter learned how to
manufacture the tools needed for successful hunting. (Book 2, p. 13)
The arrow, or spearheads, were chipped and flaked from stone, usually basalt, but
many other stones as well. Arrowheads could also be made from beaver teeth and bone.
They were carefully shaped with stone hammers, arrow flakers and sharpened with
whetstone to a razor edge. The spear and arrowhead was hafted to the arrow shaft with a
winding of deer sinew, glued into place with pitch. A blunt arrowhead was used to hunt
birds.
The arrow was made of Saskatoon or rosewood, cut about sixty-five centimeters long.
It was grooved along its length with a bone-grooving tool, to allow blood to escape, which
helped with tracking a wounded animal. The arrows were polished smooth with an arrow
smoother to ensure swift flight.
The arrow was assisted in its flight by the even attachment of bird feathers around the
end. The feathers were held in place with wrapping of fine sinew smeared with glue or
gum from balsam poplar tips … Arrows were carried in a quiver made of wolverine or
fisher skins, with the tails left on. In the Kamloops areas, quivers of buffalo hide were
used.
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The bow string was made of sinew, from the back of a deer, strengthened by rubbing it
with glue, made from salmon or sturgeon skin. If sinew was not available, twisted Indian
hemp bark was used. The Shuswap bow was reported to be the strongest in the interior.
Clubs were used in hunting and war. These were made of stone, some of jade, and
could be used to kill food or foe. A tomahawk of stone with a wooden handle was used as
well. Clubs made of whale bone, incised with designs were used in the Kamloops
Shuswap area. Bone and antler daggers were used. Some of the daggers were designed
with lines and circles. Beaver spears, with detachable handles, were made of bone or
antler. (Book 2, p. 14)

Traditional Shuswap Clothing and Adornment
The Shuswap people long ago were totally self-sufficient. They used the resources in
their environment to fulfill all of their needs. This was a particularly challenging task
when it came to the people of making clothing. In order to be comfortable during all
season in their temperate climate, the Shuswap needed a wide variety of clothing.
Most clothing was made from the hides of the same animals that were used as food.
Occasionally, the Shuswap used the hides raw, but usually they were made soft and
pliable by the tanning process. After tanning, the buckskin was carefully cut into various
shapes and sewn into a wearable item. When hides were scarce the people used different
kinds of plants, woven or braided, to make clothing. (Book 4, p. 1)
Clothing was made from the hides of all hair and fur bearing animals. Those used
included deer, elk, caribou, moose beaver, wolverine, muskrat, rabbit, marmot, coyote,
mink, marten, otter, squirrel, ground squirrel, fox and lynx. (Book 4, p. 2)
Articles of Clothing included moccasins, shirts, skirts, dresses, pants, capes and
ponchos, robes, caps, and headbands.
Methods of Sewing
Awls and needles were made from the fine leg bone of the deer. Sinew and thread of
eleagnus bark were used for sewing. (Book 4, p. 4)
The materials used for most clothing was buckskin. Buckskin is deer hide, which has
been softened and preserved through the tanning process. Many implements were used to
make clothing and other useful items. The knife was used in the skinning of the animal;
the hair was then removed with the knife. Bone from the ulna of a deer was used to
scrape the hides clean. The hide was stretched and softened with a tanning tool made of
stone, which was attached to a wooden handle with buckskin wrapping. (Book 5, p. 7)
Winter Wear
Besides the warm moccasins, pants and robes, the Shuswap people had other ways of
keeping warm in the winter. They made mittens from furs, wearing them fur side in. The
mittens were sometimes attached to the winter robe at the shoulders by long thongs so
that they would not be lost. They also made neck wraps of small fur, sometimes woven to
wear with their robes. Winter socks were made by cutting small animals furs to the shape
of the foot and sewing them together, fur side in, to be worn inside the moccasins. (Book
5, p. 9)
Adornment of Clothing and Body
Animal teeth, feathers, quills, claws and bone were some of the materials used to
decorate clothing or make jewelry. (Book 5, p. 9)
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Technology
Food Gathering Implements
Many implements of bone, antler and wood were used in the gathering of food. The
knife, was an item carried by each person, for use whenever cutting was necessary.
Another common item in use was the root digging stick. This tool was made of elk or deer
antler and used to expose the many roots gathered throughout spring and summer.
The sap scrapers, used to collect sap for food, were made of caribou antler. Others
were made of the shoulder blade of black bear or deer, or the leg bone of a deer. These
were used to collect the sap from the cambium layer of yellow pine, lodge pole pine and
black cottonwood for food. (Book 5, p. 2)
Fishing technology
Salmon fishing was often done with a fish spear. The spear head was made of deer
antler, sharpened to points. The prongs were attached to a long fir handle with twine of
braided Indian hemp bark.
A shorter three prong spear was used when fishing for trout from a canoe. Single
pronged spears were also used, as were hook and line. The small hooks were made of
hare, dog, and deer bone and the lines of Indian hemp bark. Sinkers on lines were made
of stone and floats were made of dry reeds. (Book 5, p. 2-3)
Food Storage
Several kinds of bags were made for food storage. Meat and fat were stored in pouches
made of goat skin or bear skin. Marrow from the deer was kept in the cleaned out
stomach of a deer or caribou, which was sewn up on one end. Deer fat was stored in a
cleaned and sewn deer bladder. The open end was tightened with twine. Raw hides of
different animals were sewn on three sides for storage of various foods. Bottles made of
dried salmon skin sealed at the ends with glue and twine were used to store salmon oil.
(Book 5, p. 5)
Household and other manufactured goods
Many items from the plant and animal environment were put to use in the household
of the Shuswap people. A bed consisted of a cushion of dry grass covered by raw or
tanned deer, sheep or bear-skin. Blankets were softened bear-skin, woven lynx, or rabbit
skins. The pillow was heaped up grasses or fine brush under the bottom blanket. Floor
mats made of hides were used.
Different types of bags were used. Household articles were stored in bags of woven
Indian hemp or eleagnus bark laced up the wised with buckskin. A bag of sewing supplies
was made from tanned buckskin. Needles and awls were also kept in a container made of
a hollow elk antler. (Book 5, p. 7)
Bags made of caribou leg skins sewn together and finished around the top with a bear
skin strip were used to store personal items and for travel. Smaller raw hide bags were
also used for storage of personal goods. (Book 5, p. 8)
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assessment tool

Migration and Hibernation

Name
 Demonstrates
understanding
of migration
 Demonstrates
understanding
of hibernation
 Uses tools and
media
appropriately
 Completes
given task in a
timely manner
 Developing use
of image and
visual
representation
 Works
independently
on assigned
projects
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In Our Own Words



Bingo Pieces



















rabbit

sheep

Free
Space

salmon coyote

bear

beaver

clam

whale eagle

fox







seal







deer
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In Our Own Words


Assessment Tool

Booklet: Aboriginal Connections to Animals
Key: 3=excellent, 2=satisfactory, 1=needs improvement, 0=not evident
Rating Criteria—To what extent does
(0-3)
the student:
x describes the relationship
between animals and First
Peoples
x

identified a variety of animals
and their use to First Peoples

x

provided explanations of the
importance of the animals cited

x

show how all parts of the
animal were used

x

demonstrate an understanding of
the significance of animals to First
Peoples, (e.g., The wolf is a great
hunter, provider and protector;
Salmon have always been the most
important food source; all parts of
an animal were used and
respected when they gave their life
for the survival of the people)

Comments
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